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www.jvc.com/pro

Reliable. Compatible. Expandable.

Monitoring Every Security Need.

With a growing line of security products, JVC meets
virtually any surveillance installation requirement.
Today, JVC offers a comprehensive line of security
products – all designed and manufactured by a
brand known for its long-standing history of high
quality and reliability.

JVC has earned its excellence in customer
satisfaction by consistently delivering cameras
with superior performance. JVC’s IP and analog
dome cameras and wide range day/night
cameras feature Fujinon lens optics, which
provide exceptional color reproduction to
deliver the most clear and precise image
detail. In addition, JVC’s dome cameras are
easy to install and use, providing customers
with quick plug and play set up.

To complement its acclaimed security
camera lineup are JVC’s durable,
multi-purpose monitors and fully
integrated network video recorders
that provide your customers with a
flexible and seamless system that
meets all their surveillance needs.
JVC’s network video recorders include
fully-licensed software for 9 or 16
cameras and are easy to install.

With a full line of analog and digital
surveillance products, JVC can
seamlessly integrate with an existing
security system or develop a completely
new security solution that meets the
needs of a customer’s growing business.

To provide your customers with peace 
of mind, talk to the Pros at JVC.

Call 1-800-582-5825 for our
FREE Security Solutions brochure,
or visit us at www.jvc.com/pro

Vandal-Proof Indoor/Outdoor Cameras
TK-C215VP4U / TK-C215VP12U
• IP66 vandal resistant structure 
• Triple axis rotation system for wide lens

angle adjustment and vertical mounting
options

Fixed Day/Night Dome Cameras
TK-C215V4U / TK-C215V12U 
• 540 TV lines of horizontal resolution
• Plug and play setup

Indoor/Outdoor Fixed IP
Network Mini Domes
VN-C215V4U
• Built-in x3.6 vari-focal lens

(2.8 to 10mm)
• Built-in web server

Fixed High Resolution IP Camera
VN-C20U
• Full frame rate (up to 30fps)

motion-JPEG
• Power over Ethernet for easy intallation

1/3" Color CCTV
Day/Night Camera
TK-C925U
• 540 TV lines of horizontal

resolution
• Removable IR filter 

1/3" Wide Range Camera
TK-WD310U
• 14-bit digital processing
• Automatic 5-level exposure

control for each pixel

LCD Display Monitors
LM-150U / LM-170U 
• Durable, multi-purpose monitors 
• 24/7 operation

Network Video Recorders
VR-N900U / VR-N1600
• Fully licensed
• 9 or 16 channel recorder
• Open system, easy

to intergrate
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COMMAND CENTER�

Bob Johnson, president
Outdoor Amusement
Business Association

Steve Schmader, president & CEO
International Festivals
& Events Association

Dexter King, CFE, executive director,
International Association of

Assembly Managers

Jim Tucker, president & CEO
International Association of Fairs

& Expositions

From Afterthought
to Forethought

ften when event planners begin their work, security arrangements are relegated to the bottom of the

to-do list. But when security becomes an afterthought, procedures are put into place that at times cre-

ate headaches, such as bottlenecks at entrances and exits, and long lines at airport security check-

points. � The most important part of a risk manager’s job is the risk assessment phase — i.e., what

disaster could possibly happen, and how could you prevent it? Start with the big picture, then cut it

into smaller segments, such as physical security, crowd control, loss prevention, first aid and disaster

preparation. Did you think about background checks on all support staff for the event — anyone you

write a check to or compensate — like your caterer, waitstaff, sound and lighting company, and even

the valet? Criminal inquiries can alert you to red flags such as assault, while a civil inquiry will show

any liens or lawsuits. � We’re seeing several states looking to adopt stronger laws against convicted

sex offenders, especially near schools, playgrounds and public parks. The amusement industry is not

immune, as states such as Illinois and Massachusetts are now mandating criminal checks for ride oper-

ators and attendants. Imagine the media finding out that you employ a registered sex offender to oper-

ate amusement rides. � High-profile events are a perfect target for protesters and activists. We see this

with our circus members and the animal extremist groups that target those with exotic, performing

animals — especially elephants. Any event that has media broadcasts or TV crews covering it will be

targeted by these groups to bring attention to their cause. � In this issue of Venue Safety & Security,

you will read about special security and safety risks associated with high-profile people at your pub-

lic events. You can rest assured that these facility event planners have moved this security challenge

from afterthought to forethought! Those of you who have entertained top celebrities, politicians and

musicians at your events know what we mean. � Your reputation is priceless. Make solid security

planning a forethought.
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635 Fritz Drive, Suite 100
Coppell, TX 75019
Phone: (972) 906-7441
Fax: (972) 906-7418
Web: www.iaam.org

The International Association ofAssembly
Managers is an association whose pur-
pose is to provide leadership, to educate,
to inform and to cultivate friendships
among individuals involved in theman-
agement, operation and support of public
assembly facilities. IAAM is the world’s
largest professional association dedicated
to issues relevant to themanagement of
public assembly facilities.Members of the
associationmanage public assembly facil-
ities such as amphitheaters, arenas, audi-
toriums, convention centers/exhibit halls,
performing arts venues, stadiums and

university complexes; or provide prod-
ucts, services or attractions to support
the industry. IAAMhasmore than 3,200
members worldwide.

Executive Director:Dexter King, CFE,
dexter.king@iaam.org

Director Life Safety & Security:Harold
Hansen, CFE, harold-hansen@sbc
global.net

AVSS Dean: Frank Poe,
frank.poe@dallascityhall.com

Editor, Facility Manager: R.V. Baugus,
rv.baugus@iaam.org

Legal Counsel:Turner D.Madden,
Esquire, tdmadden@verizon.net

Member, IAAM Life Safety Council:
Dave Horsman, davehorsman@twins
baseball.com

635 Fritz Drive, Suite 100
Coppell, TX 75019
Phone: (972) 906-7441
Fax: (972) 906-7418
Web: www.iaam.org

IAAM Foundation Director: Jill Dotts,
CFRE, jill.dotts@iaam.org

IAAM Foundation Chair: Joan LeMahieu,
President, The Parade Co.,
JLeMahieu@theparade.org

PO Box 985
Springfield, MO 65801
3043 E Cairo
Springfield, MO 65802
Phone: (417) 862-5771
or (800) 516-0313
Fax: (417) 862-0156
Web: www.fairsandexpos.com

The International Association of Fairs and
Expositions (IAFE) is a voluntary, non-
profit corporation, organizing state,
provincial, regional, and county agricultur-
al fairs, shows, exhibitions and exposi-
tions. Its associatemembers include
state and provincial associations of fairs,
non-agricultural expositions and festivals,
associations, corporations, and individu-
als engaged in providing products and
services to its members, all of whom are
interested in the improvement of fairs,
shows, expositions and allied fields.
The IAFE began in 1885 with a half dozen
fairs.Today, the IAFE representsmore
than 1,300 fairs around the world, and
more than 1,300members from allied
fields.Throughout the years, the IAFE has

remained true to its purpose of promoting
and encouraging the development and
improvement of fairs, shows and exposi-
tions. Its mission is “To represent and
facilitate the interest of agricultural fairs,
exhibitions and show associations.”

President and CEO: JimTucker,
jimt@fairsandexpos.com

CFO, Director of Meetings and
Publications:MaxWillis,
maxw@fairsandexpos.com

Director of Membership, Sponsorship,
and Trade Shows: Steve Siever,
steves@fairsandexpos.com

Director of Grants and Special
Education:Marla Calico,
marlac@fairsandexpos.com

Meeting Planner/Registrar: Kate Turner,
katet@fairsandexpos.com

Director of Education and Information
Technology: Rachel Stutesmun,
rachels@fairsandexpos.com

Fairs & Expos Managing Editor: Rebekah
Lee, rebekahl@fairsandexpos.com

Phone: (407) 681-9444
E-mail: oaba@aol.com
Web: www.oaba.org

The Outdoor Amusement Business
Association, organized as a non-profit
trade group in 1965, is the largest associ-
ation representing themobile amuse-
ment industry. Ourmembers include car-
nivals, circuses, independent ride owners,
food/game concessionaires, rental
amusements and others associated with
family entertainment. Ourmembers con-
tract with fairs, festivals, community and

philanthropic organizations throughout
the U.S. and Canada. Its mission is “To
encourage the growth and preservation
of the outdoor amusement industry
through leadership, legislation, education
andmembership services.”

President: RobertW. Johnson

Chairman: John Hanschen

Sr. Vice President: Al DeRusha

News Ambassador: TomPowell

General Counsel:Wayne Pierce

2603 Eastover Terrace
Boise, Idaho 83706
Phone: (208) 433-0950
Fax: (208) 433-9812
Web: www.ifea.com

Founded in 1956, the International
Festivals & Events Association (IFEA)
today is The Premiere Association
Supporting and Enabling Festival & Event
ProfessionalsWorldwide. In partnership
with global affiliates under the umbrellas
of IFEAAfrica, IFEAAsia, IFEAAustralia,
IFEAEurope, IFEA Latin America, IFEA
Middle East, and IFEANorth America the
organization’s common vision is for “A
Globally United Industry that Touches
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Celebration.”With a target audience that
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their respective “communities,” the IFEA’s
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sion, inspire and enable those in our
industry to realize their dreams, build
community and sustain success through
celebration.The IFEA exists to serve the
needs of our entire industry, all those who
share our core values of excellence and

quality; the sharing of experience, knowl-
edge, creativity and best practices; and
the importance of “community”building
both locally and globally. Our success lies
in the success of those we serve through
professional education, programming,
products and resources, networking and
representation.
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Forster, nia@ifea.com
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Craig Sarton, craig@ifea.com

Director of Convention Production &
Communication Technologies:
Tom Frazee, tom@ifea.com

Director of Administrative Operations:
Julie Parke, Julie@ifea.com

Director of Membership Services:
Beth Petersen, beth@ifea.com

President: Ray Larson

COO: Virginia Larson

CFO: RichAlfano

Editorial Director:Mario Medina

Sr. Associate Editor: Haley Shapley

Graphic Design: Barbara Sutton

Production Manager:AnneMatthews
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Group Publisher :Michael Malone,
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The IAAM Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-
profit charity to which donations are fully
tax deductible. Ourmission is to increase
the positive impact and vitality of the
public assembly industry by funding
research, education and resource devel-
opment. Our vision: that every public
assembly venue throughout the world
has a professional workforce, a base of
knowledge, and adequate resources to
ensure safety and enjoyment of the pub-
lic, security of assets and business
results that contribute to economic
development and quality of life.
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FUNDING The Department of Homeland

Security recently announced application

guidelines for 14 federal grant programs total-

ing more than $3 billion whose purpose is to

strengthen prevention, protection, response

and recovery capabilities around the country.

This year’s programs will provide $376.3 mil-

lion more than last year to enhance the

nation’s ability to prevent and deal with ter-

rorist attacks, major disasters and other

emergencies. The money will go toward tran-

sit security, systems integration and data ver-

ification, emergency management, and non-

profit security, among other areas. For more

information, visit www.dhs.gov.

BY THE NUMBERS When an ice storm

hit parts of Oklahoma in December,

Expo Square, an entertainment

venue in midtown Tulsa, was ready to

help. “I am fiercely proud of how my

staff pulled together, and we were

able to assist the Tulsa community in

its time of need,” says Rick Bjorklund,

president and CEO of Expo Square.
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In
NEW S A N D S T U F F

Students look at flowers, candles and small notes that sit in the snow Friday, Feb. 15, 2008, on

the campus of Northern Illinois University near Cole Hall, the scene where a lone gunman shot

and killed six the day before (AP Photo/NamY. Huh). For a first-hand account of the university’s

response to the shooting, see “Taking Charge of Terror,” p. 36.

Homeland
Security to Dole
Out Grant Money

Silver Lining in an Ice Storm

4 hours Amount of time it
took the facility to
get fully adapted

75,000 Number of meals
served

1,100 People housed in
the venue per night
at the peak

EDUCATION Knowing how to spot likely aggres-

sors is a difficult yet critical task for venue man-

agers. Such preemptive identification allows

security personnel to shift the focus from con-

flict resolution to prevention.

John Byrnes, president of the Center for

AggressionManagement, will provide aggression

identification training at the International

Assembly of Association Managers’ International

Crowd Management Conference from Oct.

27–29 in Phoenix. His three-hour class will cover

various types of aggressive behavior, identifica-

tion and prevention techniques, and “hot spots”

in public assemblies.

Byrnes founded the Center for Aggression

Management in 1993 after noticing a lack of com-

prehensive training programs for prevention

aggression in the workplace.

Learn How to ID
Likely Aggressors

way
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PRODUCTS This year’s Super Bowl featured

two top teams vying for the highest honors,

devoted fans cheering their hometown

heroes on and commercials that got peo-

ple talking. But none of that is anything

new. What was different this year was the

way security personnel got around — on

Segway PTs.

Due to their ability to stand still, turn in

place or travel with pedestrian flow, Segways

allow officers to move through crowds much

more easily than they could in a patrol car, on

a bike or on a motorcycle. And because the

security staff stands 8 inches taller on these

units, it enables them to have ideal sight lines

over people and automobiles.

An added bonus is the eco-friendliness of

these machines — the Segway PTs use no

gasoline, give off no emissions and are

extremely quiet. “The Segway PT is a safe

and productive way for us to enhance our

security presence at large-scale events such

as the Super Bowl,” says Jim Toomey, public

information officer for the Glendale Police

Department. “Moreover, this stadium is one

of themost technologically advanced venues

in the world, and the simplicity and efficien-

cy of the Segway PT is a perfect fit for this

environment.”

Inway
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Mark Your Calendars

Segway PTs, which can stand still, turn in place

or travel with pedestrian flow, at the Super Bowl

gave officers patrolling the event good sight

lines over the crowd.

May 15–17:
IAAM International Stadium
Management Conference,
St. Louis

May 27–30:
Ice Arena Conference &
Trade Show, Anaheim, Calif.

June:
National Safety Month
(www.nsc.org/nsm)

June 2–6:
National Fire Protection
AgencyWorld Safety
Conference & Exposition,
Las Vegas
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Patrolling Super Bowl Crowds,Two-Wheel Style
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�ACCESS CENTER

PRODUCT FOCUS

A look at the latest gadgets and technologies that let the people who
need access have it — while keeping everyone else out.

� E-PLEX 3000 FROM KABA ACCESS

CONTROL The E-Plex 3000 has 300

access codes and a 9,000-event audit

trail that also records key override usage.

It can be programmed at the lock keypad

or with optional Microsoft Excel–based

software. Installation is quick and easy

with no wiring to or through the door —

eliminating the risk of damaged or

pinched wires. The battery pack,

consisting of four AA batteries, is located

in the tamper-proof base of the housing

and provides 180,000 cycles.

www.kaba-ilco.com/access_control

� AX SERIES FROMAIPHONE Aiphone’s newAXSeries

offers intercom communication that integrates into other

existing security systems and transfers calls to telephone.The

system supports up to eight master stations and 120 sub-

stations, all wired on CAT-5e cable. Best of all, the AXSeries is

PC programmable so system communication and functionali-

ty is set up in a snap.Audio-Video door stations with embed-

ded HID ProxPoint Plus card readers are also available to cre-

ate a complete all-in-one solution.www.aiphone.com

� OMNIASSURE FROM HONEYWELL These contact-

less smart card readers offer an access control solution for

your venue. OmniAssure readers make it effortless to tran-

sition from existing 125 kHz proximity readers to smart

card technologies. Choose a smart card reader only, a

smart card reader plus keypad, a fingerprint smart card

reader, or amulti-technology smart card and 125k Hz prox-

imity reader.www.honeywell.com

� BADGESWITH RFID TECHNOLOGY FROMACCESS

PASS & DESIGN Access Pass & Design’s badges make it

easy to quickly identify security personnel. One of the

technologies they can equip the badges with is RFID,

which is used at a limited number of conferences that

want to track attendee foot traffic on the show floor or

allow for lead source collection without having a bar code

scanned. www.accesspasses.com

Product master :Layout 1  3/18/08  4:35 PM  Page 2
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PRODUCT FOCUS

� MAXIMUM-SECURITY SLIDE GATE OPERATORS FROM

DOORKING DoorKing, a leading manufacturer of vehicular gate oper-

ators for 60 years, offers a complete line of maximum-security slide

gate operators. These operators can be used on gates weighing up to

5,000 pounds and up to 100 feet in length and are ideal for airports,

seaports,military bases, government buildings, infrastructure (electric

plants, water treatment facilities, dams, etc.) or for any application

where a high degree of perimeter security must be maintained.Most

models have advanced features that include variable speed control,

anti-tailgating, adjustable mid-stop and internally driven limit switches.

www.doorking.com

� ABI MASTERMIND FROMADVANCED BUSINESS

INTEGRATORS INC. (not pictured) Used inmore than 100 facilities

in North America,ABI MasterMind produces facility ID badges

assigned to permanent and part-time employees, event staff and out-

side contractors.All individuals entering the facility swipe at anABI

MasterMind terminal that records the time they entered, then dis-

plays the individual’s picture to provide a second form of verification.

The terminal also shows whether they are scheduled to work, and

whether it’s as a valid employee or a contractor.www.abimm.com

Product master :Layout 1  3/18/08  4:35 PM  Page 3
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INFRASTRUCTURE�

n May 1995, a hailstorm developed suddenly in Fort Worth, Texas, causing more than 3,000

people attending the annual Mayfest celebration downtown to seek cover. Dozens of peo-

ple were injured from hail and flying glass.

While unfortunate, such scenarios are hardly uncommon, forcing managers of large out-

door events to search for ways to alert visitors when emergencies loom. One possible solu-

tion: text messaging. Nearly half of all Americans don’t leave home without their cell phones,

making text messaging an increasingly attractive solution for mass notification.

Chris Watland, managing director for Interactive Mediums in Chicago, says that texting

emergency and nonemergency alerts has become popular because of the ability to dissem-

inate information quickly. “We’re seeing a lot of demand from fairs, schools and trade

show coordinators as they all have a basic need to communicate important information to

people,” he says. “Public address systems aren’t always effective at these venues.”

How ItWorks
Event coordinators log in to a designated Web site and send

emergency text messages or alerts, or schedule nonemer-

gency alerts for various times during the event. Alerts can

then be sent out in real time by an administrator. To receive

the messages, event attendees sign up for alerts by providing

the phone number at a Web site when they register to attend

an event. They also can register by sending a text message to

a five- to six-digit phone number, which can be posted on

marketing materials, such as ticket stubs or event signage.

In the event of inclement weather, text-messaging pro-

grams typically remain operational when phone lines are

not. “Text usually gets through better than voice messages

during bad weather,” Watland says. “In the event of an

Although PAsystems

remain viable, text

messaging is the newest

way to communicate

crucial information.

By Kelly Pedone

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
� Nearly half of all Americans
don’t leave home without their
cell phones, making text
messaging an attractive solution
for mass notification.
� Event coordinators can send
emergency text messages or alerts,
or schedule nonemergency alerts
for various times during the event.
� Newer PA systems are mobile
and can spread clear, audible
messages across vast areas.
� Some events rely primarily on a
combination of local police and
fire personnel, two-way radio
systems and PA systems.

I
Can They Hear You Now?
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emergency, we provide the ability for an

authorized administrator to send a text

message to attendees from his mobile

phone, enabling faster response if com-

puter access isn’t available.”

Text-message alert systems became

popular after the Virginia Tech shooting

in 2007. Todd Pelland, national sales

director for Cooper Wheelock, says the

University of Maryland contacted his

company the Monday after the shootings,

and the company’s Roam Secure Alert

Network system was operational the fol-

lowing Monday. “A positive about the

text-message system is that it’s the quick-

est alert system to deploy,” he says.

Pelland says his company works on the

assumption that most people today have a

cell phone, and that they carry it with

them wherever they go. Their company’s

text-message system can send out 18,000

text messages within a minute. “It’s able to

get to a lot of people in close to real time.”

The system can be used to alert guests

to an emergency, send out an Amber

Alert for a missing child, or send mes-

sages about roads that may be blocked

and traffic routes out of the facility. The

messages are typed into a typical desk-

top computer by a designated person

anywhere on the grounds, such as at a

command post. Event attendees can sign

up for alerts at the time they purchase

tickets or at any other designated point

determined by venue officials.

Tried and True
While text messaging is the newest form

of technology for first-alert systems, the

traditional PA system has been improved

upon as well. New systems are mobile

and can spread a clear, audible message

across a vast space.

Cooper Wheelock has a mobile mass-

notification system, known as the Mobile

Command and Response Vehicle, operated

through trailers brought on-site for a specif-

ic event. It’s the perfect application, Pelland

says, for organizers of an art festival or a

three-day concert taking place in a space

that’s not normally set up for a large event.

The mobile units were designed to use in

Iraq to broadcast information to soldiers

deployed there. Pelland says that after

Hurricane Katrina hit, a system such as this

could’ve been helpful in broadcasting infor-

mation about safety routes and assistance.

“The trailers are set and ready to go,”

Pelland says. “Event organizers in a tem-

porary setting could have a couple of the

trailers positioned on the property and

can create prerecorded messages to

make normal announcements. A staff

person can be assigned to the task of

making emergency announcements.”

On the more traditional route, Cooper

Wheelock has created an outdoor PA sys-

tem referred to as the Giant Voice, which

is made up of giant speakers positioned

throughout the property and can be con-

trolled wirelessly. The Giant Voice system

can carry a clear, intelligible message

across a flat area for more than a quarter

mile, Pelland says.

The difference between this system

and the traditional PA system is that

when a problem occurs with the PA sys-

tem, the operator doesn’t know about it

until it doesn’t work. The Giant Voice, on

the other hand, is constantly checking

itself to maintain operations, although

installation of the system is a bit more

complicated, Pelland says.

Spreading theWord
Officials of the Eastern States Exposition in

West Springfield, Mass., rely on stronger

emergency response training and their

close relationship with area police and fire

departments. The Exposition, the largest

fair in the Northeast, spreads across 175

acres and in 2007 hosted more than 1.2

million people during its 17-day run. More

than 100,000 people can be on-site on a

busy Saturday.

Gerard Kiernan, director of operations,

says that planning for the worst-case sce-

nario is a year-round process. As a mem-

ber of West Springfield’s disaster pre-

paredness committee, Kiernan says that

during their event, fire and police per-

sonnel are deployed throughout the area

to assist in the event of an emergency.

The police and fire chief have a manned

station on-site 24 hours a day during the

Exposition’s duration.

Every emergency official and event

employee has a two-way radio. In the event

of an emergency, Kiernan says they use two

systems: the people on the ground to alert

visitors, and a PA system that’s monitored at

the command post.

In the event of bad weather, Exposition

officials rely on a Doppler radar manned by

fire department officials. “We rely on the

public safety officials to let us know if we

need to evacuate the area,” Kiernan says.

Weather conditions in 2001 forced

Exposition officials to put their plan in

place. Because of the design of the fair-

grounds, they have permanent buildings

on-site and directed people into those

buildings until all was clear. The PA system

has also been used on several occasions to

alert guests of a missing child. “We really

pride ourselves on our safety,” Kiernan

says. “Thankfully we haven’t had any

major problems, but we believe that we

are prepared.” VSS

INFRASTRUCTURE
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“In the event of an emergency, an administrator can send a text
message to attendees from his mobile phone, enabling faster
response if computer access isn’t available.”
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RISK MANAGEMENT�

s part of the Homeland Security Act of 2002,

Congress enacted several liability protections

for providers of anti-terrorism technologies to

address concerns about massive liability for

sellers and customers of anti-terrorism prod-

ucts and services. The Safety Act, which is administered by

the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS), provides

incentives for the development and deployment of anti-

terrorism technologies by creating systems of risk man-

agement and litigation management.

The term “anti-terrorism technologies” might include

highly developed security protocols and services such as

the International Association of Assembly Managers’ Best

Practices for Safety and Security. The goal of the Safety Act

is to encourage the development and deployment of new,

innovative anti-terrorism products and services by provid-

The Safety Act can limit

your facility’s liability

for an act of terrorism

at your facility.

By Turner D. Madden

A
The Act of Protection

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
� The Safety Act provides a
number of incentives for the
development and deployment
of anti-terrorism technologies
by creating systems of risk
management and litigation
management.
� The act creates liability limi-
tations for “claims arising out
of, relating to, or resulting from
an act of terrorism.” It limits
the total amount of liability
for an act of terrorism at your
facility, up to the amount of
your liability insurance.
�Almost any product or service
that has an anti-terror purpose
is eligible for the protections
under the Safety Act.
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RISK MANAGEMENT

ing specific liability protections.

The purpose of the act is to ensure that

the threat of liability does not deter potential

manufacturers or sellers of anti-terrorism

technologies from developing and commer-

cializing technologies that could significantly

reduce the risks or mitigate the effects of

large-scale terrorist acts.

The Safety Act thus creates certain lia-

bility limitations for “claims arising out of,

relating to, or resulting from an act of ter-

rorism” where qualified anti-terrorism

technologies (for our purposes, services)

have been deployed.

The act does not limit liability for harms

caused by anti-terrorism technologies when

no act of terrorism has occurred. For ex-

ample, standard personal injury incidents

like a slip and fall would not be covered

under the Safety Act limitation on liability.

Understanding the Act
Here’s how it works. The Safety Act pro-

vides two levels of liability protections to

help promote the creation, deployment

and use of anti-terrorism technologies, in-

cluding the use of anti-terrorism services

and protocols.

The Designation category is applicable

to services. The seller’s liability for prod-

ucts or services that are deemed Desig-

nated Technologies is limited to the

amount of liability insurance that DHS de-

termines the seller must maintain.

In other words, the Safety Act limits the

total amount of liability for an act of ter-

rorism at your facility, up to the amount

of your liability insurance, which is pre-

determined by DHS.

This cap or limit on liability should save

your facility a substantial amount of

money on terrorism insurance premiums,

and of course, limit the total amount of li-

ability in the event of an act of terrorism.

The Designation category has several

other benefits. The Safety Act provides for

exclusive action in federal court. Further:

• There is no joint and several liability

for non-economic damages.

• There are no punitive damages or

prejudgment interest on damages.

• The plaintiff’s recovery is reduced by

amounts from collateral sources.

• The Safety Act provides a comprehen-

sive approach to risk management and

litigation management by allowing the

user of approved products and serv-

ices to receive the same protections as

the manufacturers or sellers of anti-

terrorism products and services.

What’s Required
The above protections are awarded by

DHS only after the manufacturers or sell-

ers of anti-terrorism technologies com-

plete an application and DHS performs a

comprehensive and rigorous review of

the product or service.

In recognition of the broad range of

threats and possible countermeasures, the

Safety Act applies to design services, pro-

gram management and integration services,

vulnerability assessments, camera services,

software, guard services and other analyses

relevant to U.S. Homeland Security.

Almost any product or service that has

an anti-terror purpose is eligible for the

protections under the Safety Act. The Cer-

tification category is more applicable to

products used by the Department of De-

fense. In addition to the benefits provided

under Designation, Certification allows a

seller of an anti-terrorism technology to as-

sert the Government Contractor Defense

for claims arising from acts of terrorism.

Technologies that receive Certification will

be placed on DHS’s Approved Products List

for Homeland Security. VSS

Turner D. Madden, Esq., serves as the outside

General Counsel for IAAM. If you have any

questions or comments, you may contact

Madden at Madden & Patton, LLC, 1700

Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 400,

Washington, D.C. 20006; (202) 349-2050; or

tdmadden@verizon.net.

We Need Your Feedback

The International Association ofAssembly Managers is trying to determine if it would be

cost-effective and attractive to facilities within theUnited States to create a“block”des-

ignation under the SafetyAct.The hope is that the IAAMblock designationwould stream-

line the application process and incorporate the IAAM Best Practices for Safety and Security as

the anti-terrorism technology.

To determine the feasibility of such a program with DHS, please go to www.iaam.org/

p_surveys/safetyact.htm to complete a short survey about your facility. For more information

about the SafetyAct— including an application, the final regulations, and approved products and

services— go to www.safetyact.gov.

“The goal of the SafetyAct is to encourage the development and de-
ployment of new, innovative anti-terrorism products and services by
providing specific liability protections.”
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RETAIL & CONCESSIONS�

till handling the bulk of your transactions in cash, credit cards and debit cards?

That’s so last century. Today, a myriad of next-generation electronic payment op-

tions are available, and they offer your venue increased market intelligence, de-

creased operational costs and enhanced customer convenience. Venue Safety &

Security spoke with some of the industry’s leading providers to take a closer look

at a few of the latest products for handling payments.

Safe and Seamless
Registering and paying for an event can be as simple as pressing a button on your cell

phone with PayCash, a mobile technology for Web-enabled wireless devices developed by

Massachusetts-based Cyphermint, a provider of global electronic cash payment and

e-commerce solutions. Headed by CEO and president Joe Barboza, the firm also offers

kiosk-based business-to-consumer merchandising systems and Internet payment solutions.

“The cell phone is the PC of the future,” says Barboza,

whose firm focuses on payment systems for “unbanked” con-

sumers. “No one leaves their home without it, and no one

has to buy additional equipment to use it, so it’s the ideal

tool for customers and merchants alike.”

PayCash technology lets Web-enabled users purchase ad-

mission for events such as trade shows, conventions, fairs

and sporting matches, while merchants can collect pay-

ments, send alerts back to the purchasers, offer real-time

access and more.

“We believe cell phones will become the Visa and Master-

Card of the next generation,” Barboza says. “Plus, for ven-

dors, it’s a great opportunity to capture your demographics.

When you advertise on television, for example, you don’t

What the top facilities

around the country are

using — and how those

systems can work

for you.

By Karen Lancaster

S

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
� Using Web-enabled wireless
devices, such as cell phones, at-
tendees can purchase tickets for
events, as well as CDs and other
merchandise.
� Wi-Fi technology allows for
wireless payment solutions but
requires robust encryption and
authentication methods.
� Fail-safe measures mean that
venues can collect real-time
statistics on redemption rates,
scanned tickets and ticket
volume — even if their network
goes down.

Electronic Payment Solutions
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RETAIL & CONCESSIONS

know who’s watching. But with a cell

phone, you know who the user is. You can

fine-tune your alerts and content, and col-

lect payment for the sale of goods and serv-

ices, like add-on purchases such as

refreshments, CDs and other merchandise,

even tickets for future events.”

And what about security? “When you

deal with people’s finances, it’s all about

security,” Barboza says. “Our 1024-bit en-

cryption system is proprietary, and it’s all

sent over a point-to-point cellular network

so there’s no intervention. All data is en-

crypted and secured via server-side au-

thentication.”

Working withWi-Fi
Chris Kozup, a senior manager at Califor-

nia-based Cisco, agrees that the future is

bright for wireless payment solutions. His

Mobility Solutions Group offers mobile de-

vices with embedded credit card readers

connected to Wi-Fi networks for access to

corporate payment systems.

“Performance enhancements to Wi-Fi

systems have enabled a host of applications

to improve productivity,” Kozup says. “Wi-

Fi has become more reliable with business-

class architectures that allow for a scalable

and easy-to-manage deployment. Tech-

nologies like 802.11n are greatly augment-

ing the throughput and coverage of

wireless technology, which ensures consis-

tent performance for critical applications.

New Wi-Fi chipsets have decreased in size

and now require less power delivering a

full work shift of sustained operation for

mobile devices — including those required

for electronic payment systems.”

The technology is not without its risks,

however. Traffic, including credit card

numbers, passed over Wi-Fi networks

moves through the air and can extend be-

yond physical boundaries. “Wi-Fi is sub-

ject to specific security risks because it

operates in an unlicensed frequency —

with free access available to anyone,”

Kozup explains. “Given these elements,

Wi-Fi must be appropriately secured

using robust encryption and authentica-

tion methods.”

Kozup says that the available security

methods for Wi-Fi are quite effective. Stan-

dards like Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA2)

use the latest authentication and encryption

protocols. “Provided deployments are using

these latest standards, the wireless link is

highly secure — no known hacks exist,” he

says. “Most compromises against Wi-Fi net-

works occur because of a lack of use of Wi-

Fi security tools. Information is secured

through the use of AES encryption, which is

part of the WPA2 standard.”

Opening Doors
Numerous ticketing companies are already

moving toward wireless scanning, accord-

ing to Terry Howisey, a vice president at

Seattle-based Electric Arrow–Interactive

Ticketing. “Wireless PDAs allow freedom

for mobility and go to locations where In-

ternet connectivity used to be a challenge

— for example, fairs and festivals in re-

mote areas,” he says. “Our system com-

municates with each scanning location

and relays ticket validation details back to

the central server.”

Venues can collect real-time statistics on

redemption rates, scanned tickets and

ticket volume — even if your network goes

down. “Fail-safe measures are in place that

enable the continued scanning and verifi-

cation of tickets without a network con-

nection,” Howisey says.

Patrons can shop for tickets online 24/7

via secure sockets layer (SSL) technology

through the gateway, ensuring that all sen-

sitive data, including credit card info, is en-

crypted. This enables secure, real-time

processing of credit cards and the delivery

of the bar-coded tickets directly on-screen

or for immediate printout.

On location, an easy-to-use validation

system scans tickets quickly, allowing cus-

tomers to proceed directly through facility

turnstiles and into the event, reducing staff

size and bottlenecks at the gates.

The company hosts online purchase

pages on secure servers, ensuring that all

transactions are encrypted. “Credit card ver-

ification here is as secure as with traditional

card scanners. We don’t hold credit card

data on our servers, as a protection measure

both for us and for our clients,” Howisey

says. “Our bar-code technology ensures that

each ticket is properly formatted for that at-

traction and isn’t a fraudulent duplication.”

Since each system is connected directly

to the attraction’s merchant account, the

venue is realizing revenue from ticket sales

even before the event begins. Venues also

have ownership of the customer database,

offering real-time sales statistics and infor-

mation that can be used for future market-

ing campaigns. VSS

Cashing in with E-Commerce

L
everaging the Internet as an effective purchasing medium has never been easier, says Michael R.

Geisen, CEO and co-owner of Ntelligent Systems, a California-based company that designs and

builds Web sites and the software that runs them. Here are the four key components to an

e-commerce system, according to Geisen.

1.Shopping cart software.This includes the virtual storefront on the front end where customers see the

products and services they’re considering. It also encompasses the back end for entering credit card data

and product information, and for managing customer accounts.

2. SSL (secure sockets layer) certificate. An essential element for every Web site, this is the piece

of code that gives your business the ability to encrypt all the data that is entered into the front-end

“store.”

3. Payment gateway account. This company receives credit card information on each transaction, vali-

dates the data, sends a confirmation back to the shopping cart software and sends a message to the

credit card company, directing them to debit the account and forward funds to the merchant account.

4. Merchant account. This bank account is set up to receive electronic payments.
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As temperatures rise, venuesmust findways to
keep their attendees cool during outdoor events.
By Brittany Glenn

the
Beating

HEAT
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O
n Oct. 8, 2007, the State Fair of Texas hosted a

free concert by the Jonas Brothers, a wildly pop-

ular tween/teen band. The performance was

slated to begin at 3 p.m., but enthusiastic young

fans started arriving as early as 2 a.m. to get as

close to the stage as possible.

T
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That day, the afternoon temperature in Dallas climbed to 93

degrees with a heat index of 97. Paramedics treated about 200 peo-

ple for heat exhaustion at the state fair that day, most of them chil-

dren. Fortunately, despite the day’s stifling heat, there were no

reports of attendees requiring hospital treatment.

Like the State Fair of Texas, many outdoor venues find themselves

in a difficult, possibly deadly situation when huge crowds combine

with searing heat to create a combustible mix. Heat exhaustion

occurs at temperatures above 90 degrees. Symptoms include

headaches, dizziness, lightheadedness, fainting, weakness, moist

skin and vomiting. As the victim’s body temperature steadily increas-

es, he may suffer heat stroke, a life-threatening condition character-

ized by dry and hot skin, no sweating, mental confusion or loss of

consciousness, and seizures or convulsions.

As global warming gradually increases the temperature of the

Earth’s near-surface air, heat promises to become even more of a

concern in planning events at outdoor venues. The safety threat, not

to mention the liability implications, means that venue safety profes-

sionals must plan their outdoor events carefully when the heat is on.

Ample First Aid
It’s a given that event organizers will arrange for medical facili-

ties and ambulances to be available at large-crowd events.

However, first-aid stations are all the more important in extreme

heat conditions.

“Invariably, some attendees are already a little ill before they

arrive,” says Danny Lewis, president of D&L Entertainment

Services, a security and crowd management services company.

“There’s always someone who may be suffering from some sort

of affliction, and when you put them in a dense crowd situation

with lots of heat, pushing and dust, you can easily stir up a lot

of medical issues.”

Lewis says his company encourages show organizers to have

a number of first-aid stations in various locations around the

venue — especially in the immediate area surrounding the

stage. “That’s where you usually have a crunch of people who

are overcome by heat, especially during stadium-type shows

where you’re surrounded by people and have limited air flow

and no shade,” he says.

Denny Stoecklein, general manager of the Kansas State Fair,

says his event provides a central first-aid station, and he

ensures there’s a strong presence of highway patrol officers on

the fairgrounds. “We also have a mobile EMS unit that people

can go to if they can’t make it to the first-aid station,” he says.

“It’s staffed from early mid-morning to way into the night.”

Is there a ratio for how many first-aid stations should be

available per a certain number of people? Not really, Lewis

says. “It depends on whether it’s taking place during the day-

light hours and whether it’s a crowd that’s anticipated to con-

sume a lot of alcohol,” he says. “These factors play into the

decision. There’s not a hard-and-fast rule like ‘one first-aid sta-

tion for every 2,500 patrons.’ If those 2,500 patrons are

Lollapalooza fans in the middle of the day, you may need two

or three first-aid stations.”

s Begin outdoor events before 10 a.m. or after 4 p.m.

s Provide plenty of shaded areas with seating.

s Ensure there is an abundant supply of water fountains and ven-

dors selling bottled water.

s Arrange aisles and exit points for densely populated events. If this

is not possible, provide free bottled water to people who are gath-

ered enmasse.

s Avoid planning events on asphalt or concrete surfaces.

s Provide an overhead covering for events at which people will

remain for long periods of time.

s If central air-conditioning is not practical or available, use Port-a-

Cool fans to cool outdoor audiences.

s Plan the event near air-conditioned buildings so people can go

there periodically to cool down.

s Be especially cautious if the anticipated audience will be com-

prised of youth or the elderly.

»» Extreme Heat Safety Tips
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Eight Ounces of Prevention
The No. 1 way to prevent heat exhaustion or heat stroke is to

drink lots of water on very hot days. The Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention recommend that an adult drink about

eight 8-ounce glasses of water a day to stay hydrated in extreme-

ly hot conditions.

“The risks associated with extreme heat are dehydration and

heat exhaustion,” says David Tucker, MBA, MEd, associate profes-

sor of hospitality management for Widener University in Chester,

Pa. “That’s why it’s so important to make sure there’s enough

water available for attendees. Water should be available easily and

conveniently.”

Another important factor that should be considered when plan-

ning outdoor events is space — literally room to breathe. “In

extreme heat, there should be a lot of space so people aren’t

jammed together shoulder to shoulder,” Tucker says. “Wide traffic

aisles are good.”

Additionally, providing an overhead covering or covered areas

nearby is key, as is making shaded areas available. “Most promot-

ers that have done events in Texas or any of the warmer southern

states are very sensitive to the fact that they have to provide some-

thing that gives people a shaded area to cool off and get out of

the sun,” Lewis says.

Equally important, says Stoecklein, is providing rest areas, such

as picnic tables and park benches. “We’ve increased the number

of benches on our fairgrounds in recent years,” he says.

Time for a Cool Change
Ten years ago, none of the outdoor buildings at the Kansas State

Fair were air-conditioned. Today, a majority of them are, reducing

the likelihood of heat-related problems. “In the last six to seven

years, we’ve made significant renovations to our facilities,”

Stoecklein says. “Virtually all those renovations have included air-

conditioning. We now have central A/C in a majority of our out-

door buildings.”

What about the rest of the buildings — those that didn’t get

the A/C treatment? “In the buildings where we don’t have air-

conditioning, in livestock barns and such, we use fans called

Port-a-Cools,” Stoecklein says. “These are special fans that you

connect to a water source so a cooling mist blows from the fan.

It’s not like central air-conditioning, but it certainly has an impact

on the temperature.”

Adds Stoecklein: “On extremely hot days, we encourage people

to be wise with their time. If they’re outside for long periods, they

need to pop into a building that’s air-conditioned to cool them-

selves down for a while.”

Heat on the Horizon
According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency, older

adults, young children and those who are sick are more likely

to succumb to extreme heat. This means venue managers may

want to take additional precautions when planning events that

cater to these demographics. “The aging population is continu-

ally growing,” Stoecklein says. “Baby boomers are getting older,

and as they get older, they’re less tolerant of extremes.” Since

the Kansas State Fair added central air-conditioning to most of

its outdoor buildings and a number of new rest areas on the

fairgrounds, it has received positive feedback from attendees.

“We give them places to rest and recharge their batteries,”

Stoecklein says. “If you do that, they’re more likely to stick

around longer.”

In other words, plan outdoor events with the attendee’s per-

spective in mind to ensure that everyone keeps his cool. VSS

”
I

n extreme heat situations, there are medical risks, meaning

the high temperatures are generally a safety issue. However,

typically a large percentage of people drink alcohol at outdoor

events such as fairs, concerts and sporting events. Alcohol dehy-

drates the body, adding fuel to the fire when someone is already

dehydrated due to extreme heat.

“When you drink alcohol in extreme heat you have a double jeop-

ardy— intoxication and dehydration,” says David Tucker,MBA,MEd,

associate professor of hospitality management for Widener

University in Chester, Pa.

Danny Lewis, president of D&L Entertainment Services, a securi-

ty and crowd management services company, says that security

implications kick in when an event involves heat and an audience

that consumesa lot of alcohol.“Thecombinationof alcohol andheat

raises a red flag, especially at events that start before the sun goes

down,” he says. “People are a lot more irritable when it’s hot and

they’ve been drinking, [creating the potential for violence].”

»» Double Jeopardy

“When you put people in a dense crowd situation
with lots of heat, pushing and dust, you can easily stir

up a lot of medical issues.
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R
ichard Groscost thought he was prepared for anything.
Then in October 2007, wildfires erupted in southern
California — and an influx of well-meaning volunteers
showed up at his door.

“We got caught flat,” says Groscost, manager of safety and
security at the Orange County Fair & Exposition Center in Costa
Mesa, Calif. “I never expected to have so many volunteers show-
ing up.We probably had about 30 at one point, and since we’re a
small facility — our whole operation is within one acre—we were
completely overwhelmed.”

What every venuemanagermust know about
dealing with volunteers.

� By Logan Kugler �
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Like Groscost, many venue managers have found that while vol-

unteers are generally well-meaning people who want to — and

can — help, their arrival during an already hectic time can create

serious challenges.

“When they just show up and you’re unprepared, it takes a lot

of staff to supervise, watch and train them,” Groscost says. “It’s

tough because when you’re trying to provide services to people,

handling volunteers becomes a drain on you. And when you’ve got

someone who’s well-meaning and wants to help, and you say, ‘Go

away,’ it’s bad public relations.”

Preparation Is Critical
How many people tend to volunteer in times of crisis, and to what

extent are they helpful or simply in the way? It depends on factors

such as the type of emergency, who is affected by it, its magnitude

and the amount of media attention it receives. “If several business-

es are burning down, the volunteerism won’t be significant,”

Groscost says. “But when people’s homes are being destroyed, that

reaches people at an emotional level, and they want to reach out

and help.”

When more volunteers than you can handle arrive at your

door, take down their names and contact information, and ask

them to return later. “It’s a good idea to make a list instead of

flat-out turning people away,” Groscost says. “We made a list

and started calling around day 14, asking for help. Most of the

time they would say yes. Sometimes they were back at work

and couldn’t volunteer.”

No matter how many volunteers show up, they’re ultimately as

�I never expected to have so many volunteers showing up.
We were completely overwhelmed.�

Houston’s George R. Brown Convention Center had more than 2,000 volunteers at any given time in the aftermath of Katrina.
They handled duties such as crowd control, monitoring sleep areas and consoling people who had lost a family member.
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helpful — or in the way — as you are prepared. For Greg Davis,

director of Cajundome in Lafayette, La., assigning volunteers to

specific tasks was a nonissue when Hurricane Katrina struck. That’s

because he had a pre-established organizational plan that allowed

his team to quickly evaluate where they needed people, and he

worked closely with the American Red Cross.

With the help of around 500 volunteers per day, Davis accom-

modated more than 18,000 hurricane evacuees over 58 days. “We

had a very well-organized reception for the volunteers,” Davis says.

“We knew as they walked up where we needed to place them,

because our department heads were in constant communication

with the reception desk, which was staffed by five to 10 people at

any one time.”

According to Davis, it’s the first three to four days that make the

difference, because those volunteers are communicating with their

friends and family and telling them what it’s like. “In our case, they

were encouraging their friends and families to come to

Cajundome,” he says.

Building Your Team
Having a cadre of volunteers is essential for venues in times of cri-

sis, making it important to develop a pre-established group of peo-

ple (think Army Reserve) you can call upon when needed. “You’ll

never be able to run the shelter with just paid staff,” Davis says.

Adds Groscost: “There are plenty of people out there that are

willing to volunteer. You just have to find them, get them on

your pre-established list, and give them basic training so that

they’re familiar with your facility and your way of action —

before it’s time to call upon them in a crisis. This way, while

there might be a small amount of specific training that you’ll

need to give them, you won’t be training them up from scratch

while you’ve got a hundred other things to deal with.”

You can build your team of volunteers by:

Asking the community. Send postcards to people in your area
mentioning that you’re looking to expand your reserve of volun-

teers. Ask them to reply with their contact information and skills

they could provide to your venue in a crisis situation.

Asking local officials. “You also could coordinate with your
local municipality, because they already have a long list of vol-

unteers, whether it be a search team, police explorers, fire

explorers or fire volunteers,” Groscost says.

Asking faith-based organizations. “Get to know the

United Way organization in your community or your local Red

Cross,” Davis says. “Those are the organizations that are going

to provide the bulk of your volunteers.”

Meet with the groups to discuss how they could be of help in

your venue, and try to find out how many volunteers they could

provide, Davis says. “Be sure to have a good communication

plan so that if a major disaster strikes, you can activate those

organizations very quickly.”

For those volunteers who show up ready to help in the time

of a crisis but haven’t had the benefit of advance training, addi-

tional supervision and a crash course may be required. “We

didn’t have a formal training session because we were in the

middle of a major disaster, but we did make sure our volunteers

were well-supervised by the head of each department,” Davis

says. “They learned as they were instructed on how to do the

job.” (For more information about handling volunteers, see the

Mega-Shelter Best Practices Guidelines handbook, available at

www.iaam.org/products/index.htm.) VSS

All Hands on Deck
George R. Brown Convention Center in Houston had more than 2,000 volunteers at any given time when it

opened its doors to evacuees in the aftermath of Katrina, says Luther Villagomez, general manager.

The venue assigned volunteers to duties such as monitoring sleep areas for safety and security concerns,

consoling and retrieving information from people who had lost a sibling or family member, and helping with

crowd control to organize people into lines. “A lot of it is organizing volunteers to give people opportunities

to feel at home, and keeping them busy while they wait to be placed in a more permanent location,”

Villagomez says.

To make the best use of volunteer help, venues should identify the number they need in the event of a cri-

sis, along with the types of jobs they could fill, Villagomez suggests. “This ensures you get only as many vol-

unteers as you need, and you’ll know the type of skills needed,” he says. “Then create a system to phase in

additional volunteers in shifts and schedules so that you don’t mentally or physically tax any of them.”

�There are plenty of people willing to volunteer.You just have to give
them basic training so that they’re familiar with your facility — before it’s

time to call upon them in a crisis.�
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Star
Treatment
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W
hen the Los Angeles police department arrested three people who

tried to breach security at this year’s Grammy Awards using stolen

backstage passes, it brought into the public eye a problem that

venues deal with nearly every day: the unique safety and security

issues surrounding events involving high-profile guests, such as

actors, musicians and politicians.

The very presence of a megastar likely means that a massive, fervent crowd will

be in attendance, creating safety and security challenges — albeit the same ones

that accompany any event, whether or not it involves VIPs. However, big-name

guests mean that venues also must deal with a throng of aggressive paparazzi, and

they must coordinate their security efforts with those of the VIPs’ staff to keep the

celebs safe from enthusiastic — or, sometimes, crazed — fans.

Big-name guests in your venue can lead to
big-time security headaches— and risks for

attendees andVIPs alike.

� By Mark Henricks �

�
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“They can range from obsessed fans to mentally unstable indi-

viduals who have targeted high-profile people simply because

they’re in the news,” says Mark Camillo, a former Secret Service

agent who directs public safety for Lockheed Martin Corp.’s depart-

ment of transportation and security solutions in Rockland, Md.

Camillo’s experience includes several stints at the White House as

well as overseeing security for the Salt Lake City Olympics.

In addition to stalkers infatuated with celebrity, VIPs can poten-

tially attract dangerous attention. “High-profile people and events

can be larger-risk terrorist targets, especially when media coverage

is involved,” says Matt Krumholz, vice president at Argus Event

Staffing in Centennial, Colo., which is providing security at the

2008 Democratic National Convention.

Sometimes, media members covering VIPs can also cause securi-

ty hazards, according to Chris Rogers, director of risk control for the

national entertainment practices group Aon Risk Services Inc., in Los

Angeles. “In addition to regular risks, high-profile people must deal

with paparazzi,” says Rogers, who assists clients of the insurer,

including the Walt Disney Co. and major hotels and resorts, in con-

trolling exposure to losses. He’s been involved with such events as

President Bush’s 2004 inauguration, the Rose Bowl and Rose Parade,

and the Super Bowl.

Shared Responsibilities
While high-profile guests — and the ensuing crowds — have

always created security challenges for venues, recent trends have

changed and intensified the risks. One recent, troublesome devel-

opment is related to the increase in information technology in the

hands of the public. “Today, information is more attainable than

ever with the Internet,” Camillo says. “Information on VIPs once

limited to publications and public announcements can now be

accessed by handheld wireless devices, such as PDAs and

mobile phones.”

Along with the greater availability of information about celebri-

ties, there’s a matching growth in demand for coverage of VIPs by

the media. Behind the feeding frenzies set off among photogra-

phers and reporters on any appearance of the likes of Britney

Spears is an ever-rising call for newer and more dramatic shots and

quotes. “There is tremendous competition among news venues

and photo shops,” says Paul Jamieson, executive director of

SunFest of Palm Beach County Inc., in West Palm Beach, Fla.

In dealing with these challenges, venues must coordinate with

numerous other people and organizations charged with different

portions of the same job: protecting VIPs. “There are a multitude of

agencies with executive protection authority,” Camillo says. “Political

figures such as the U.S. president, vice president and presidential

candidates are notably protected by the U.S. Secret Service.

However, other protected officials may have protective details pro-

vided by city police departments or the state police. They would

generally be recognized as mayor’s security details and governor’s

security details.”

The list doesn’t end there. Media relations offices may be required

to prepare for extra press attention when influential figures show up.

That could include writing and distributing press releases announc-

ing the visit beforehand and describing it afterward, or arranging for

interviews or press conferences during the visit. Public safety agen-

Venues must coordinate with numerous other people and organizations
charged with different portions of the same job: protectingVIPs.
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cies from other communities can sometimes be involved, particular-

ly if a motorcade is involved that requires traffic rerouting.

Numerous Parties
When it comes to entertainers and other nonpolitical celebrities, the

cast of players is different but no less extensive, including private

security firms and bodyguards. And these days, when fans of well-

known faces congregate in sizable crowds, the federal government

can be relied upon to take an interest. “Anyplace where large num-

bers of people gather, especially something that’s got publicity value,

Homeland Security comes out,” Jamieson says. “They’ve certainly

been coming out with us, and the FBI comes with them.”

For the most part, venues work smoothly with other security-

minded entities. For instance, Jamieson says, “We appreciate them

coming out. They go over our gate procedures. There are certain

emergency protocols we have and they make sure we know what

we’re doing.”

The view looks much the same from Krumholz’s perspective.

“The two teams work well together,” he says. “The common goal is

safety and security, and both understand that each other’s role is vital

in providing the safest and most secure environment possible.

Mostly we coordinate timing, travel routes into and out of the venue,

travel around the venue, and communication.”

But that’s not always the case. Aon’s Rogers says that one of his

biggest current obstacles is “having high-profile people take these

risks seriously and dealing with their bodyguards.” Even when there

are no particular misunderstandings or personality conflicts, some-

times stresses between venue and VIP security teams spring from

logistics. That’s often the case when changes occur shortly before a

star’s arrival, or when celebrities make surprise appearances that

don’t allow for much preparation.

“The earlier the planning begins, the better the plan will likely be,”

Camillo says. “Last-minute contacts made by visiting VIPs add stress

to already very busy venue activities prior to events. Mistakes are

generally made when there isn’t enough time to allow for a sensi-

ble, coordinated plan to be developed.”

Krumholz agrees that the biggest challenge is to make sure both

sides are on the same page. “Often, travel plans change and last-

minute adjustments need to be made,” he says. “Communicating

these changes is critical to be sure the venue and our staff are ready.

In the post-9/11 era, both sides understand the need for security pro-

cedures, and they work together to be sure security procedures are

followed and adhered to.”

Primary responsibility for making sure all goes well may land in

the lap of the venue manager’s office or the head of venue security.

“Since we are contracted event security at the venues where we pro-

vide these services, very often, this coordination between our secu-

rity and theirs goes through the venue event/game coordinator,”

Hollman says. “However, oftentimes this venue coordinator puts our

management in direct communication with their security to avoid

any potential issues lost in transfer of communication. This is actu-

ally the preferred method.”

While celebrities have issues with personal privacy and protection
wherever they go, the challenges are especially acute at

public assembly venues.
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Special Needs

Celebrities, of course, can be demanding of special perks. Argus caters to their

needs by arranging forVIP seating,VIP access to those seats, and special VIP park-

ing and drop-off points close to VIP entrances. “If requested, security escorts to

and from the drop-off point and to and from seating,” says Matt Krumholz, vice president

at Argus Event Staffing. But he draws the line at skimping on any risk-mitigation measure

simply because a celebrity finds it inconvenient. “All high-profile people are subject to the

same security procedures as any other guest would be.”

All facilities, on the other hand, are not created equal. “Different structural and function-

al challenges exist with each event and venue,” says Ross Kollman, chief operating officer of

Argus Event Staffing. “A clear example of a structural challenge that many have seen is air-

ports that don’t have the square footage for TSA-mandated programs versus those that do.”

Given the number of agencies and entities that facility managers and others responsible

for security have to deal with, the requirement for coordination and communication may

be the reason why variation among facilities and events is the biggest challengeArgus expe-

riences when protecting celebrities.
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While celebrities have issues with personal privacy and protection

wherever they go, the challenges are especially acute at public

assembly venues.The large size of many venues and

the large numbers of people who attend events featuring VIPs

add up to a large problem, says Paul Jamieson, executive director

of SunFest of Palm Beach County Inc. “We’re an outdoor music

festival and, over the course of a few days, we’ll have a couple of

hundred thousand people,” Jamieson notes. “I’ve got a mile-long

fence line in an urban environment.”

The scope and location of the venue and event means that

securing gates is only part of the safety solution for SunFest and

Jamieson.“If somebody wants to cause a problem for me, they’re

not going to go through the public entry gate and walk by the police,” he says.

“They’re going to try to sneak through the fence.There are times after and before

my event opens that people of all kinds have access to my festi-

val site. That’s where your biggest vulnerabilities lie in terms of

crowd security.”

The situation is made worse by the fact that he must rely on

the trustworthiness of all the people heworks with.That includes

vendors, delivery drivers and service people, and even his own

staff. The risk presented by staff was recently highlighted by the

arrest of one of the employees of the Grammy Awards venue, a

20-year-old who was charged with stealing the passes from an

office and selling them to friends and acquaintances.
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Tech Solutions
Technology often offers a way to

deal with the ever-expanding

challenges. Video cameras to

monitor sensitive areas and extend

the reach of security staff provide

one example. Electronic ticket

checkers that read bar codes and

wirelessly communicate with com-

puter databases to quickly and

reliably identify invalid backstage

passes can also help.

At SunFest, however, technol-

ogy provides only limited assis-

tance in dealing with Jamieson’s

challenges of a long and inse-

cure perimeter, many thousands

of guests during the event, and a large number of staff and oth-

ers with access before and after the event. “There’s only so

much tech you can use,” he says. “We’ve experimented with

things over the years, but we’ve found we’re better off investing

in training for people.”

Whether it goes for training or technology, budgets for security

at celebrity-heavy events aren’t likely to shrink soon. “As the risks

change, so might the security environment,” Camillo says. “As

more sophisticated technologies are being employed at venues,

the costs for purchase, installation and maintenance will likely

rise. However, if added costs provide a measurable increase in

protection, then it should be viewed as a prudent investment.”

However, that doesn’t mean venues have to or should hand

over a blank check to cover celebrity security needs, Krumholz

says. “In general, security requests by high-profile persons and

their personal security staffs have increased over the past six

years,” he says. “But not all such requests necessarily translate

to an increase in cost.”

Spreading theWord
Not all the investment will be in

technology or outsourced servic-

es providers, however. Aon’s

Rogers says spreading the word

is still an important need when it

comes to guaranteeing the safety

and security of high-profile visi-

tors. Going forward, he cites the

importance of raising budgets as

well as the awareness of celebri-

ties on the topic of security.

Specifically, he looks for a “con-

tinued effort to educate people

regarding these risks and how

important it is to not have an ‘it

can’t happen here’ mentality.”

While nothing serious came of the stolen passes to this year’s

Grammy Awards — the gate crashers were arrested before gaining

entry, and police said they were merely star-struck fans who want-

ed to rub elbows with the rich and famous — something far more

sinister possibly could’ve happened if security officials hadn’t been

so vigilant. Today the responsibility for guarding the well-known is

growing about as quickly as the potential threats to these talked-

about folks. It all adds up to an increasing challenge for venue safe-

ty and security, and one that isn’t likely to ease anytime soon.

As Camillo puts it, “Protecting high-profile people has expand-

ed beyond high-level politicians. Celebrities now expect a secure

environment when they are either working or visiting public ven-

ues. Public safety agencies now must work with venue facility

managers, venue security managers and private contracted securi-

ty teams and collaborate on executive protection planning to

ensure proper coordination. This is critical in achieving a common

operational picture when moving both dignitaries and celebrities

within the same venue. VSS

Crowd Control
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PERSPECTIVE�

I
magine the scene as guests enter your venue to find an altered

reality. Fog covers the floor. A galaxy of sparkling stars covers

the walls. Acrobatic aliens are descending from the ceiling on

ribbons of lustrous satin. Close-proximity pyrotechnics punctu-

ate the intergalactic excitement. This special event, perhaps a

reception for delegates at a convention or a product launch for a cor-

poration, might take place in any type of public assembly venue.

Although these special events can be lucrative and open new

market segments for facilities, venue managers need to beware of

event organizers who have more creativity than competency. Many

of the artistic elements envisioned by these “experienced” design-

ers not only have the ability to captivate the audience, but they also

can jeopardize attendees and the venue if not properly managed.

What can you do to profit from this market and be prepared to

manage its risks? Understand, educate and facilitate.

Understand the Experience
Using such elements as food, drink, décor, staging,

entertainment, lighting, sound, projection equipment

and special effects, organizers of a special event can

take the attendee through a carefully crafted experi-

ence. The variety available for each event element is

boundless, changing constantly as new technology

and entertainment concepts emerge.

This demand for the new and spectacular has organizers continu-

ally looking for new venues — places in which they can bring their

fantasies to life for these celebrations and live communication

events. Organizers also seek unusual ways to use traditional venues,

converting the expected into the astonishing. They see venues in

completely new ways, viewing the walls, floors and ceilings of your

space as a blank canvas begging to be transformed.

They can turn your arena floor into the depths of the ocean, the

lobby of your convention center into a Moroccan marketplace, or

your exhibit hall into an exotic jungle (complete with a waterfall).

They may embrace your space for its inherent qualities or they may

disguise, augment or reconfigure it. They may want to bring in

unusual equipment, landscaping or even live animals as décor, and

they may use entertainers ranging from Cirque-style aerialists to

“extreme” artists who require custom staging and specialized rigging.

Educate the Organizer
Special event organizers exercise nonstop creativity every day in

their mission to deliver the wow factor for their clients. They thrive

on it; it’s what brings them into the industry. What does not bring

them into the industry, however, are concerns regarding fire codes,

occupational health and safety, security, and labor unions. In reali-

ty, due to the fact that no credentials — academic, government-

issued licensing or private occupational certification — are required

to pursue this profession, many organizers are not even aware of,

much less experienced in, these safety and liability issues.

They’ll show you exciting event concepts you’ve never imagined

could occur in your venue, but they’ll also try to do things you know

should never occur in your venue. They may want to put a gigantic

entertainment stage in front of a bank of fire exit doors, use

pyrotechnic centerpieces in conjunction with helium-filled balloons

on the dinner tables, drape the walls or ceiling with store-bought

fabric, or create a giant maze with bales of hay.

This is why it’s imperative that the venue’s safety personnel liaise

with the organizer in the earliest stages of negotiating the venue’s

usage. This ensures the venue can educate the organizer regarding

what can and can’t be done — and why. This also offers the oppor-

tunity to discover alternatives that will still meet the organizer’s

vision within the compliance restrictions of the venue. In many

cases, an exemption may be possible given that sufficient safeguards

are incorporated into the event plan.

Granted, the suppliers the organizer is using are probably well-

versed in these safety regulations, and many organizers are well

aware of the do’s and don’ts. This doesn’t guarantee that the organ-

izer has confirmed each supplier’s product or service is compliance-

ready, nor its possible effects on other event elements. Also, there’s

no guarantee that the organizer hasn’t adopted an “apologize rather

than authorize” attitude to do exactly what he wants.

Facilitate Safe Success
Venue managers can do several things to anticipate and avert poten-

tial safety problems associated with special events. First, recognize

that the special events market segment can become an important

revenue producer for you. Familiarize yourself with the types of

Special events can be profitable — and perilous, if you’re not prepared.

“Many of the artistic elements envisioned by these
‘experienced’ designers not only have the ability to
captivate the audience, but they also can jeopardize
attendees and the venue if not properly managed.”

By Julia Rutherford Silvers

Caution: Creativity Ahead
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events in this sector. Learn as much from the organizers as you can

about how and what they do, which will help you when you’re on

the teacher side of the learning relationship.

Next, develop informational materials for organizers that specify

and clarify your standard policies and compliance requirements, and

include the why details. For example, many venues are putting

together overviews of their emergency action plan (EAP), describing

its components and the procedures they have in place for evacua-

tions and weather-related threats, as well as the contact numbers for

key personnel. The benefits of this EAP overview are twofold: It

shows organizers your commitment to safety, and it allows them to

incorporate your procedures into their own EAP.

Venues should request organizers provide a full description of the

event project, as well as an event-specific risk assessment.

Recognize, however, that although the event description will proba-

bly be easy to get — it’s typically included in the organizer’s propos-

al to the client — conducting a risk assessment isn’t yet a standard

practice in the special events industry. This too is an opportunity to

educate organizers and move this important event management

component from an afterthought to a priority.

Depending on the scope and complexity of the event project,

require an accurate, to-scale floor plan diagram sufficient for fire mar-

shal approval. Make certain that organizers submit this in a timely

manner so that problem areas can be dealt with before equipment

and prop arrives at the loading dock. Be diligent about this, aggres-

sively following up and halting a move-in if necessary. Such neglect

was why one designer managed to cover a bank of 20 fire exits with

an entertainment stage.

Event organizers are constantly in search of the cutting-edge envi-

ronments, activities and technologies to make their events exciting

and memorable. This quest for novelty and innovation is necessary

for events to remain competitive and successful, but it must always

be tempered with caution so that the experience delivered will be

enjoyed rather than endured, and the audience will be enthralled

rather than endangered. Recognize and accept your collaborative

role in this precautionary mandate. VSS

PERSPECTIVE

Julia Rutherford Silvers, a Certified Special Events

Professional, is the author of Risk Management for

Meetings and Events (Butterworth-Heinemann, 2008)

and the originator of the Event Management Body of

Knowledge (EMBOK) Project. She can be reached at

julia@juliasilvers.com.
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PERSPECTIVE�

M
y adopted hometown of Las Vegas is an exciting

place. With glamorous venues and unlimited

things to see and do, glittering Las Vegas attracts

as many as 100,000 visitors from throughout the

world every single day.

In this city that never sleeps, volcanoes erupt, pirate ships sink,

and massive fountains perform an aquatic ballet to music and

light, filling onlookers with wonder and awe. Yes, people come to

Las Vegas for thrills and adventure. On one memorable Las Vegas

morning last year, they got more excitement than they wanted.

Preparation and Risks
Let me begin my story by saying that Las Vegas has one of the

best-trained police forces in the country. The police officers here

know how to manage large crowds and have handled a multitude

of emergency situations, including some highly publicized hotel

fires. The city’s fire and emergency services departments have

been trained to the highest level of professionalism. In addition,

all of the city’s casinos have emergency plans in

place and have established a true working relation-

ship with fire, police and emergency services. The

degree of emergency preparedness in Las Vegas

gives everyone a strong sense of security.

In 2006, the University of Nevada Las Vegas

Institute for Security Studies (UNLV ISS) did a vulnerability study

to determine the results of a number of natural and man-made dis-

asters that potentially could occur in the area. According to the

study, the No. 1 threat to the population and the economy of

southern Nevada is a railroad tanker car filled with chlorine

spilling halfway between the Strip and downtown Las Vegas at

approximately Charleston Boulevard.

Most people think of chlorine as a smelly chemical that keeps

swimming pools clean and clear; however, chlorine gas was used

as a weapon by the Germans in World War I. Chlorine gas is poi-

sonous and can destroy the lungs of its victims, who then suffocate

to death. According to a report prepared by Pennsylvania State

University, one 90-ton tanker full of chlorine could create a toxic

cloud 40 miles long and 10 miles wide. In the UNLV ISS’s worst-

case scenario, the release of that much toxic gas would have the

potential to kill as many as 90,000 people in a brief period of time.

Even if you’ve visited Las Vegas numerous times, you may not

have noticed that the Union Pacific Railroad Line runs parallel to

the Las Vegas Strip. It passes through the downtown area, runs

behind the Plaza Hotel and travels on through North Las Vegas, a

distance of about 20 miles. In fact, these busy and well-used rail-

road tracks serve as the dividing line between East and West Las

Vegas. You also may not have noticed that the Las Vegas Valley is

shaped somewhat like a saucer surrounded by mountains. The

terrain is high on the southern boundary and on the northern

boundary, with a surface distance of approximately 20 miles

between the two high points.

Tanker on the Loose
Wednesday morning, Aug. 29, 2007, began like any other Las

Vegas weekday, with rush-hour commuters filling the major road-

ways on their way to work. There was also heavy traffic in the

city’s Arden Switching Yard. Somehow, some way, during a

switching operation, one lone tanker car full of liquid chlorine

was left unattended. The brakes on the rail car had not been set,

and gravity took over.

The tanker, filled with 90 tons of the deadly chemical, moved

onto a main line, traveled northward under its own power through

the city’s resort corridor (the Strip), past downtown and into North

Las Vegas. At one point, the car reached a top speed of 50 miles

an hour. When it got to the end of town, gravity again took con-

trol and slowed the car so that Union Pacific maintenance work-

ers could board it, set a hand brake and end the threat.

The timeline is a bit fuzzy, but apparently the incident was 15 min-

utes old before the first 911 call came in from a passing motorist.

Confusion! Finally a call from Union Pacific! Police and firefighters

were willing and able to react, but to what and where? Officers were

able to block traffic at some railroad crossings, but most of these

roadblocks occurred after the runaway tanker had passed.

The emergency management officer for Las Vegas said everything

happened so quickly that the incident was ending about the time

fire officials were being notified. Las Vegas police said the event

was reported to police at 8:47 a.m. and was over by 9:11 a.m.

The Incident’s Aftermath
Of course, citizens and local officials were outraged that the inci-

Apotentially deadlymishap proves that you can’t be too prepared.

What Happened in Vegas
By A.J. Slaggert

“Somehow, during a switching operation, one lone
tanker car full of liquid chlorine was left unattended.
The brakes hadn’t been set, and gravity took over.”
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dent occurred, and the Federal Railroad Administration and the

Public Utilities Commission of Nevada launched an immediate

inquiry. Investigators later announced that it was human error, not

mechanical failure, that initiated the near-disastrous chain of events.

Moving hazardous chemicals, such as chlorine, around the

country is routine business. In fact, an estimated 1 million tons of

hazardous materials travel around the country by road or rail

every day. The federal government has designated railroads as

“common carriers,” and they can’t refuse to handle hazardous

materials. Also, they aren’t required to notify local authorities

when dangerous materials are passing through their towns.

What lessons can safety and security professionals learn from

the runaway rail car of Las Vegas?

• There are no rules. Bad things happen.

• Accidents usually happen at inopportune times.

• Accidents are always unexpected.

• When doing emergency planning, look outside the box.

In hindsight, it’s obvious that a breakdown in communication

occurred between railroad personnel and local authorities, and

that issue should be addressed in future emergency planning

efforts. However, the major questions remain unanswered. How

can officials go about safely stopping a runaway train? How can

they prepare for the consequences? When and how should local

officials notify the public about the danger?

Thanks to a committee chaired by Rep. John Porter of Nevada,

changes are being made regarding the handling of dangerous

materials. Union Pacific officials have put into place new safety

measures to guard against runaway trains. In the Arden Switching

Yard, anchor cars have been placed at the north end of each track.

The brakes have been firmly set on these empty cars to prevent

unattached cars from rolling out of the yard. Additional security

measures are also in place, but details haven’t been released.

A final note: Las Vegas still maintains its image as being an

extremely safe city. Don’t let this mishap deter your travel plans.

Las Vegas welcomes you whenever you care to drop in. It’s an

exciting town; that’s why I live here.VSS
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A.J. Slaggert is the president of Classic Convention

Services Corporation, which specializes in trade shows

and major outdoor events. He has designed and taught

EMT courses focusing on environmental emergencies.

He currently serves as a loss control and safety planning

consultant for Mobile Midway Safety Institute.
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A
s a longtime crowd management professional and

former instructor at the Academy for Venue Safety

and Security, planning and preparedness are at the

core of my training. As an active member of the

International Association of Assembly Managers

(IAAM), my mission is to be proactive in providing that training

for myself and my staff.

When the shootings occurred at Virginia Tech in the spring of

2007, it served as a catalyst for many of us in the industry. It

reminded us that we must be ready in the event that a similar

tragedy should occur in our own community. The event motivat-

ed us at Northern Illinois University (NIU), where I oversee sever-

al of the largest facilities on campus, to step up our drills, estab-

lishing the best practices not just for our staff, but also for students

and faculty.

Our training continued later into 2007, and at the

beginning of the fall semester, each student and fac-

ulty member received an emergency folder contain-

ing instructions regarding what to do in case of an

emergency on campus. During homecoming activi-

ties, we conducted a drill on campus, re-creating a

major incident with fatalities in order to test our

responsiveness. It gave us an opportunity to re-enact all of our

safety procedures and coordinate with local public safety officials

to review our responsiveness to a variety of situations. But we

never expected to use our skills so soon thereafter.

The Shootings on Campus
On Feb. 14, 2008, the first call came at 3:10 p.m., four minutes

after gunshots were fired. I was in a meeting on campus and got

word that a shooter had wounded students in a lecture hall, and

that NIU police officers were on the scene. We didn’t know the

location yet or exactly what was going on, but we immediately

locked down the facilities. Our No. 1 asset is lives, and that was

what we were protecting. It took us about three minutes to lock

down the buildings. I then called my wife, who also works on

campus, to ensure her safety.

At about 3:35 p.m., I got into one of the Kubota vehicles with

our operations director, and we drove to various buildings, check-

ing on other staff members. At about 3:50 p.m., we got a call from

the police stating that the shooter was no longer a threat, and that

the area was safe. We released most of our employees at about

4:30 p.m. after a quick staff meeting. I retained a skeleton staff —

myself and several team members — and we stayed by the

phones, remaining in communication with administration officials.

We were informed that a total of five people plus the gunman had

been killed. As a result, early decisions were made that all athlet-

ic events and other school activities would be suspended over the

weekend, and it was determined later in the weekend that all

events would be canceled until Feb. 25.

Coordinating Closure
An important aspect required by an incident of this nature

involves the organization of a proper tribute to honor the victims

and provide a grieving opportunity — in this case, a place where

faculty, students and the entire community could come together

to pay their respects and receive solace from each other. Just two

days after the tragedy, on Saturday, Feb. 16, we began planning

sessions for a memorial service the following weekend, on

Sunday, Feb. 24.

My staff and I worked 15 to 18 hours a day every day that week

in order to plan for the event. We began by estimating how many

people we’d be expected to accommodate on campus for the

memorial. We set up the Convocation Center and auxiliary gym to

hold 12,500 people and took three other sites on campus to hold

another 10,000 people.

During the course of a week, I made a list of everything we had

to do, then divided up tasks between staff members and scheduled

daily meetings — sometimes several times a day — to recap and get

progress reports from everyone. We ordered new uniforms for staff

members, solicited volunteers, made signage, created new facility

maps and site plans, rented chairs and tents, set up and devised pro-

cedures for handling the media, coordinated seating arrangements,

and handled sensitive issues regarding how to represent the

deceased and arrange for other victims and family members.

We also set up a command center to meet with local, state and

federal law enforcement and other agencies to plan the most

secure ingress and egress for the facilities. Our staff was able to

obtain grants from the Illinois Emergency Management Agency,

Taking Charge of Terror
Trainingwas key during February’s deadly shootings at NIU.

“We have lived the reality of a heinous, unexplainable
act, and we came away with the knowledge that we
have the training, expertise and skills necessary for
handling whatever challenges may come our way.”

By John Gordon
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and we procured 50 magnetometers for additional security.

Then, as an extra twist, presidential candidate Barack Obama

said he would be attending, so Secret Service representatives were

added to the logistical mix. In my own 30-year career, it was cer-

tainly the largest gathering I had ever planned for in such a short

period of time. It was a massive undertaking, but everything went

off without a hitch, and we were able to create a respectful event

that was well attended and well received.

Preparedness Pays
All of the training and planning we do over the years is absolute-

ly priceless. When something unfathomable like this occurs, it is

surreal; a well-trained professional goes into autopilot mode. A

certain amount of intuitiveness takes over as well. You recognize

the importance of leadership by example, and you realize that the

fate of many others is in your hands.

For me, the reality didn’t really hit until I read the debriefing

documents and saw firsthand the impact of all that had occurred

— the fatalities, the injuries, the hundreds of students who work

for us in our facilities and the thousands of other individuals who

were on campus that day. It was overwhelming for a minute to

have that level of responsibility.

It will take awhile to feel that we are back to normal again. The

sense of security that we had before this happened is no longer

there, and none of us will ever again take that for granted. Those

of us who have been through this together now have a bond. It’s

no longer a news story that we watched on television — it’s some-

thing that we have lived through and were a part of. It continues

to drive our efforts in providing a safe and comfortable facility —

with the emphasis now on safety more than ever.

Life is full of events we cannot control. What we can do is be pre-

pared, be proactive. As for us at NIU, we have lived the reality of a

heinous, unexplainable act, and we came away with the knowledge

that we have the training, expertise and skills necessary for han-

dling whatever challenges may come our way. VSS
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John Gordon serves as director of NIU’s

Convocation Center, which seats 10,000; Huskie

Stadium, which seats 26,000; and the smaller

Barsema Alumni Visitors Center. A member of

IAAM since 1993, John has worked almost 30

years in the security and management facility

industries, and during his career has opened four

new facilities, the last of whichwas at NIU in 2002.
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On August 1, 2007, when the I-35 West bridge collapsed in

Minneapolis, 20,000 baseball fans were on their way to the nearby

Metrodome to watch their team play, leaving venue managers with a

difficult decision that could affect the lives of countless people. As

Minnesota Twins director of stadium operations Dave Horsman tells

Venue Safety & Security, it was a night he’ll never forget.

W
e were expecting a decent crowd that night

when the dispatcher in our command center

called just after 6 p.m. to tell us that something

had happened. Our first thought was, ‘Is this a

terrorist attack? Do we need to lock down the building?’ The

gates had been open for just over 30 minutes, and we already

had 3,000 people in the stadium.

“We began going through our emergency checklists just as

the first aerial shots of the bridge began to appear on TV. A

few months prior, I had actually attended a Department of

Homeland Security (DHS) training session titled ‘Bridges as

Targets.’ The pictures I was seeing on television did not resem-

ble those I’d seen of explosions, so it gave me pause.

“A few minutes later, a DHS spokesman stated that there

were no initial indicators of terrorist involvement, so we shift-

ed gears. First, we took measures to account for all of our

employees. Next, we debated if we should cancel the game.

Together with safety officials, we discussed the fact that

upwards of 20,000 people were already on their way. If we

canceled the game, all that traffic would be on the streets, pos-

sibly blocking emergency vehicles. We also feared that fans

moving away from the game would gravitate to the site of the

accident, further hampering first-responders. We made the decision to play the game

as scheduled.

“We could already see that this was unfolding as a terrible tragedy, and we made

operational changes for the evening — pulling all promotional activities like contests

and games. Under the circumstances, they just didn’t seem appropriate. Instead, we

used the scoreboard and PA system to keep attendees updated. As the evening

unfolded, we received information about alternate routes for leaving the stadium, and

we were able to get our fans through the game and home safely that evening with-

out much additional incident.

“As you know, this was a major devastation for our community, and 13 people lost

their lives. But what I learned that night was that the safety preparation and DHS train-

ing we receive is so beneficial. Our senior management team at the Minnesota Twins

had to make a series of difficult decisions, and they made the right call each time. This

gives me a lot of confidence going forward. In the future, we know that we can count

on everyone to respond effectively to any emergency we may have.” VSS
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People caught in a crowd crush behave as a liquid. No individual can
control his or her movement or assist others close by.
— Jake Pauls, safety consultant and member of the National Fire Protection
Association Technical Committee on Assembly Occupancies
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Outway
P A R T I N G T H O U G H T S , F I N A L WO R D S A N D C O N C L U S I V E D A TA

Sources: The Washington Post; 11th Annual Rock Concert Safety Survey; “Safe Exit: Nightclub Safety
Equals Life Safety,” from the MEDLAW Legal Team of Janet, Jenner & Suggs LLC

30

100,000

17,000
Venues for the Olympics

Workers building competition venues for the
Beijing Olympics, which begin Aug. 8

Chinese workers who die in workplace
accidents each year

66,000
The number of people
injured at concerts and
festivals throughout the
world from 1992 through
2002

Festival seating = a form of audience/spectator accommodation in which no seating, other than a floor
or ground surface, is provided for the audience/spectators gathered to observe a performance
— National Fire Protection Association’s Life Safety Code
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Worldwide,more than 600 police and security

agencies use Segway® products to patrol

city streets, airports, transit stations, parks,

shoppingmalls and campuses. Now the

new Segway Personal Transporter (PT)

Police models with LeanSteer™ technology

will elevate your patrols to a higher level

of productivity.

The Segway PT is versatile enough to handle

varied terrain with ease, transition from indoor

to outdoor patrols, andmaneuver in crowded

or tight spaces. Standing 8" above the crowd

on the Segway PT platform, officers have

better views of what’s going on around them.

The Segway PT is also portable, fitting easily

in the back of a squad car.

The Police models also include a complete set

of police accessories, such as an LED taillight,

comfort mat, handlebar bag and lower cargo

structure for carrying extra gear or emergency

medical equipment.

Boost the effectiveness of your patrol
officers. Get a demonstration of the
Segway PT by calling 1-866-556-6884.

“If amunicipality is
using community-
based policing
as its platform,
the Segway PT
is the tool.”

Chief Bryan Norwood
Bridgeport Police Department
Bridgeport, CT

The Segway PT
Top speed: 12.5 mph
Range: 12-24 miles
Payload: 260 lbs (including cargo)
Security: Wireless InfoKey controller

with anti-theft system
Batteries: Lithium-ion, operable to 14° F

Cut your fuel costs with the battery-powered Segway PT! Visit segway.com/police for specs and customer case studies.
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